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75 Tension-Building Plot Twists 

 
UNEXPECTED EVENT 

1. Main Character (MC) sees his own photograph in a book, on a billboard, in the 
news, or on the radio 

2. Someone mistakes MC for someone else. 
3. Sees something evil in newspaper or on the news 
4. Hears bad news from another character 
5. In the middle of an emotional moment, the doorbell rings or the phone rings 
6. Receives note or message with threat or warning 
7. Authorities such as police or soldiers question characters 
8. Plays a game and the game turns real 
9. Uses a tool or object and the object becomes alive 
10. Electric gadgets suddenly act strange 
11. Something suddenly falls over characters such as feathers from a pillow or 

avalanche of snow 
12. Something invades MC’s bedroom, house, classroom, car 
13. Something or someone jumps out of bushes or from behind curtain 
14. Something strange starts to grow out of an unusual place such as in MC’s hair, a 

book, or through the floor 
15. Sudden natural disaster such as avalanche, hailstorm, lightning, mudslide, flood, 

tsunami, volcano eruption 
 
MENTAL ANGUISH 

16. Studies situation or topic and becomes obsessed with it 
17. Knows information is totally false but everyone insists it’s true so MC starts to 

doubt himself 
18. Has a habit that lets character do something dangerous nobody else can do 
19. MC turns into someone or something he fears 
20. Evidence looks like a supernatural event but then discovers it’s a trick 
21. Odd things are happening and MC discovers it’s a dream 
22. Wakes up and has forgotten everything 
23. Familiar people insist they don’t know MC 
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THE CHASE 
24. Trips or stumbles while being chased 
25. Something blocks their escape route such as chickens or sheep or large truck 
26. Chased by something or someone such as a stranger, villain, horse, motorcycle, or 

tank even if it turns out to be a friend 
27. Chased by something known to be dangerous such as a tarantula, poison dart frog, 

skunk, porcupine, cougar, alligator, or shark  
28. Chased by bee or lots of bees/wasps and maybe gets stung a little bit 
29. Chased by something or someone usually associated with danger (pirates, bank 

robbers, bears) but they turn out to be friendly 
30. Something flies at characters such as bats, birds, or planes 
31. Watches a race such as car race or horse race and they suddenly turn to chase MC 
32. Some person or animal that is slow and relentless keeps after MC and won’t give 

up, steadily gaining ground 
33. Electronic gadget with a homing beacon chases MC 

 
 
DANGEROUS PLACE 

34. Wakes up somewhere and doesn’t know why she is there 
35. Takes a turn and finds herself in the middle of a maze, secret meeting, fight, or 

warzone or other dangerous place 
36. Has to climb up dangerously high (tree, clock tower) 
37. Falls into a hole or off edge of a cliff 
38. Sinks into mud or quicksand 
39. Gets carried away in a flood of water 
40. Exposure to poisonous plants or poison gas or toxic disease  
41. Cornered by a dangerous animal or person 
42. Caught in a trap 
43. Tied up and helpless and something dangerous/evil comes by 
44. Goes somewhere and discovers it’s in a different time or era 
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ACCIDENT OR MISTAKE 
45. Deathly allergic to something and eats it by mistake 
46. Runaway horses or wagon 
47. Train crash, car crash, or airplane crash 
48. Stumbles upon dangerous secret by mistake 
49. Discovers hidden/secret door, pocket, drawer, or hiding place by mistake 
50. Pushes or does something by mistake that causes a domino effect of wrong things 

to happen 
51. Reads a letter or document by mistake to discover important information 
52. Accidently gives someone the wrong medicine or takes the wrong prescription 

 
FIVE SENSES 

53. Smells strange smell 
54. Smoke burns eyes and causes coughing 
55. Bright lights cause confusion from headlights, flashlights, floodlights  
56. Overhears dangerous or evil plan 
57. Hears creepy noise such as footsteps or wolf howl 
58. Sees creepy shadow 
59. Person or stranger wears something dark or sinister such as mask or hood over 

face 
60. Villain or dangerous animal has distinct odor and MC suddenly smells that odor 

but doesn’t see anybody 
61. Feels something crawling on skin 
62. Food tastes like poison 

 
KEY OBJECT OR PERSON 

63. Can’t find key object, information, or person 
64. Realizes forgot key object or information 
65. Finds important object or person in wrong place 
66. Key person or animal acting strangely with unusual behavior 
67. Animal such as bird, dog, cat, monkey, or elephant steals something important 

and runs off with it 
68. Person steals important object or information 
69. MC drops key object down a difficult place to retrieve it from 
70. Important package is delivered to the wrong address 
71. Important person kidnapped 
72. The key object needed for survival or to meet the goal suddenly breaks or is 

destroyed 
73. The key person needed suddenly disappears or dies 
74. Important friend suddenly turns out to be the villain 
75. MC has short amount of time to do key task 
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